The lack of consistent growth in low-income wages, exacerbated by the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, has pushed cities to consider new ways to support families’ economic needs. The federal minimum wage has not been raised in over a decade and is inadequate to raise most workers and their families above poverty. A Wall Street Journal analysis found that workers earning minimum wage today must work significantly more hours just to meet basic needs than minimum wage workers 50 years ago. For example, a worker in Pittsburgh would have to work 30 hours at the current federal minimum wage to afford rent, compared to 14 hours in 1968. However, if today’s wage was increased to $15 per hour the worker would need to work just 15 hours to afford rent.

City leaders have seen residents struggling to pay for basic needs, such as rent, utilities, food, or other emergencies during the pandemic with disproportionate impacts on communities of color. The Bureau of Labor Statistics’ 2021 first-quarter weekly earnings and salary data showed that workers’ median weekly earnings increased by 3.3 percent over the previous year. However, Black Americans still only earn 79 percent of White Americans’ median weekly earnings, which did not change from 2020.

When residents’ pay reflects the local standard of living, they can afford healthy food, pay down debt, and save for their family’s future. Raising wages is an essential component of addressing the racial wealth divide and advancing an economy that fosters dignity for all workers.
Cities Taking Action

Cities are creating innovative ways to increase the wages of their residents as part of broader local strategies to advance economic mobility for residents. A living wage takes into account the typical costs of living in a particular region and reflects the hourly wage a person must earn in a full-time job to meet basic needs.

Fifty-one cities and counties currently have ordinances that increase wages for all or some employees in their communities. However, some cities have experienced challenges in implementing wage increases for residents due to preemption policies at the state level. Currently, 26 states prohibit cities from raising local minimum wages, and 11 states have banned cities from requiring city contractors to pay workers a prevailing wage. The National Employment Law Project reports that women and workers of color are the most affected by state preemption laws focused on wages. Even with these restrictions, many cities have options to integrate living wages into the policies and procedures they can control. With any policy changes that increase wages, it is important to support the transition to the new policy.

Increasing wages for city employees

Often municipal government is the largest employer in a region and can set an example for other employers by ensuring employees receive a living wage.

The City of East Point, GA, increased the base pay for all city employees to $13.50 per hour with plans to gradually raise it to reflect the local cost of living. City leaders hope this will also impact city vendors and contractors to increase competitiveness.

Indianapolis City-County passed a living wage ordinance in 2017 for employees, raising the minimum wage to $13 per hour, indicating this was a baseline to set an example for area businesses.
Cities also can pass legislation requiring city contractors and consultants of specific sizes to pay employees equally regardless of gender or ethnicity. In addition to wages, responsible contracting by local government promotes provision of benefits such as health insurance and paid sick days. In 2018, the City of San Diego, Calif., adopted an equal pay ordinance requiring companies that contract with the city to pay employees equal wage rates for equal or substantially similar work, regardless of an employees’ gender, race, or ethnicity. The Contract Compliance Unit, within the division of Purchasing & Contracting Department, works to enforce the Living Wage Program by educating employers on their obligations, conducting reviews, investigating complaints, and providing reports to City Council.

Somerville, Mass., incentivized contractors by creating a living wage ordinance certification form. Only bidders who pay a living wage, no less than $15.29 per hour, will be considered for contracts with the city. The city also defines in its ordinance that contractors cannot fund wage increases by reducing the health insurance benefits of its employees.
Cities that are not impacted by state preemption laws can also pass ordinances that require employers of a certain size within city limits to pay their employees’ wages higher than the state minimum wage.

Saint Paul, Minn., passed a citywide minimum wage ordinance that tiers its scheduled rate increases over nine steps based on business size. The municipality and “macro businesses” (over 10,000 employees) will raise the wage from $12.50 in 2020 to $15 in 2022. Other employers with fewer employees will have more time to transition to $15 per hour based on categories of business size.\(^{13}\)

The City of Chicago’s minimum wage is set to increase each year on July 1. As of July 1, 2021, the minimum wage in Chicago is $15.00 per hour for employers with 21 or more workers and $14.00 per hour for employers with 4 to 20 workers. Tipped workers (workers who receive tips as part of their wage, like restaurant servers) have a minimum wage of $8.40 for employers with 4 to 20 workers, and $9.00 for employers with 21 or more workers. If a tipped worker’s wages plus tips do not equal the full minimum wage, the employer must make up the difference.\(^{14}\)

Supporting high-wage employers

Cities can track which local sectors or businesses currently pay a living wage and which populations have access to living wage opportunities. They can offer incentives to these high-wage employers, such as recognition.

Richmond, Va., created a living wage certification program. The city recognizes employers who are already paying their workers a living wage, urges consumers to patronize those businesses, and encourages other employers to raise their wages to the program’s thresholds.\(^{15}\)
Data Considerations

Local living wage standards can be calculated using tools available online. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology created one such tool that estimates the cost of living based on local data in every state.\(^\text{16}\)

Partnering with local chambers of commerce can help cities assess the current pay structures of various industries. The American Community Survey and census data give insights into the intersection of income and poverty as cities seek to target specific populations with traditionally lower wages, such as women and Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) residents.\(^\text{17}\)
Action Steps

As cities identify options for supporting increased wages for residents, local leaders should consider these key action steps:

1. **Find out** if the city has the option to change wage policies or if there are state preemption challenges; strategize on possible alternatives.

2. **Collect and analyze** local wage data to better understand the pain points for employees and employers and any gaps in local data.

3. **Identify** steps the city can take to ensure higher wages for employees and serve as a model municipal employer.

4. **Support** local employers that are transitioning to offering living wages to their employees through recognition and incentives.

Supporting increased wages for low-income and hourly workers can improve a city’s overall economic health by ensuring that residents can contribute to the tax base. Advancing living wages is also an important part of reducing historical racial inequities which have impacted BIPOC communities for many generations.

Key Resources

- *State of Working America Wages 2019*, Economic Policy Institute
- *Fighting Wage Preemptions: How Workers Have Lost Billions in Wages and How We Can Restore Local Democracy*, National Employment Law Project
- *Out of Reach, The High Cost of Housing*, National Low Income Housing Coalition
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Learn more about taking action to expand economic mobility for your residents and visit [https://www.nlc.org/initiative/equitable-economic-mobility-initiative/](https://www.nlc.org/initiative/equitable-economic-mobility-initiative/).
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